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these types of resources, and we may not be able to wait until the end of the next 

IRP cycle to begin the procurement and development process.  

For all of these reasons, we conclude that the appropriate way to make 

more progress, beyond just utilizing more appropriate planning assumptions, is 

to begin to conduct procurement processes for various types of resources.  This 

will allow us to test our assumptions and begin the acquisition process for the 

types of resources that we need and want to support the transition to 2030.  Thus, 

we will open a “procurement track” in the IRP proceeding.  

In the procurement track, we will begin to tackle some of the critical 

questions we face in ensuring adequate clean resources and reliability, at lowest 

cost, through 2030, including: 

x Who will procure? 

x Will all entities procure, or will some just have their customers 
pay? 

x What types of resources and how much should be procured, and 
by when? 

x How will we handle the potential need for joint procurement 
among multiple smaller entities, for large resources? What 
procurement implementation ideas can we draw from the 
upcoming workshops to be held in the resource adequacy 
rulemaking? 

x Should we place limits on the amount of uncontracted and/or 
unspecified power to serve load in particular years throughout 
the planning horizon, to ensure sufficient resource availability 
and more precisely identify procurement need?  

x Should all LSEs be required to show, in their individual IRPs, 
that they are procuring a resource mix proportional or partially 
proportional to the mix in the adopted reference or preferred 
system portfolio? 
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x How will GHG emissions profiles from such resources be 
identified and assigned to all benefiting LSEs? 

In answering the above questions, we will be focused on procurement 

activities addressing the following types of resources, with these types of specific 

attributes: 

x Diverse renewable resources in the near term, at levels sufficient 
to reach the 2030 optimized portfolio, in coordination with the 
RPS program 

x Near-term resources with load following and hourly or 
intra-hour renewable integration capabilities 

x Existing natural gas resources 

x Long-duration (8 hour) storage. 

We are open to adding focus on additional resource types and attributes, 

depending on comments from parties.  We intend to begin to address these 

issues in Summer 2019.  

Finally, on the subject of some parties’ comments on centralized capacity 

markets, we reiterate, as we stated in the recent resource adequacy decision, that 

our concern is that solutions be crafted that maintain California’s control over its 

electricity resource choices to serve load in the state, as well as the retail energy 

markets.  The electricity resource choices, and California’s control over them, are 

the ultimate purpose of the IRP process.  Should any viable centralized capacity 

market options emerge from the process being undertaken in the resource 

adequacy proceeding, we may consider them further here in the context of the 

IRP process and proceeding.  
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